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devdas remains a staple of cinemagoers world-over. it has grossed over a billion dollars to become
the highest-grossing indian movie of all time, with an estimated 2.2 million admissions. it also
represents the pinnacle of shah rukh khan's career, as he plays the lead in the film and is considered
an all-time favourite of the bollywood audience. devdas is usually rated the all-time most popular
bollywood film. a movie with shah rukh khanas the lead, devdasis a landmark and landmark film of
bollywood. it has won numerous awards and is considered a popular classic in indian cinema.
however, for the last few decades devdas has remained a favourite of a small group of people. the
film is one that believes in the older and established way of life. to download devdas (2002) full hindi
movie in 720p quality & 480p quality, click on the image of your choice. the download links are
directly connected to these movies and are not embedded in the post. these movies can be played
on a range of devices such as pc/ laptop/ desktop (windows/ mac), tablet and mobile (android/ ios).
to play devdas (2002) full hindi movie on android phones, we have a few ready installed apps such
as mxplayer, vlc player. after downloading the videos, load the video on your devices video player of
choice. the quality is optimized for maximum quality on android devices. devdas (2002) hindi movie
720p is also available in mp4 format for pcs, laptops, iphones and android devices. you can simply
download and play the file on pc by extracting the downloaded.mp4 file on to your hard drive.
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hrithik roshan and farah khanhrithik roshan : totally agree that the devdas should be remade. i m
pretty sure devdas is my favorite. whatever happened in the film, it is a classic film and i will always
remember it. i felt like my heart is aching whenever i saw devdas (2002) and i hope the remake has

a better story and screenplay. it can be different from 2002 version but at the same time it should be
true to the original. i think devdas has been one of the most remade films. wanted the movie to be
finished in three hours for their audience. because of the technicalities of a longer movie, they had
to include a lot more scenes than they needed to by cutting down on the minor üorificý scenes. the

book was written by saratchandra chatterjee and he was also behind devdas , a movie that came out
in 2002. he also wrote the screenplay for 2002 . his is the second such movie adaptation of the
1920s classic by radha kumud. the first one came out in 1995 and went by the name paromitar

thakur . it starred suchitra krishnamoorthy and om puri. the film started filming in april 2012 and was
supposed to be finished by may 2013. filming was delayed due to changes in script and got

completed in august 2013, but was partially reshot between october 2016 and december 2016. it
released on 22 december 2016 and received average reviews. the film cost was 370 crore rupees

(us$5.4 million) to make. the film was released in 275 screens and earned 100 crore rupees from its
full theatrical run. 5ec8ef588b
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